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the license itself is an exact copy of the original, where only the PKCS#1 check is invalid. At the last stage, the license is tested.
However, these operations are performed only if you have a license. All subsequent modification operations (tests) were

performed on copies. For this, changes were made to the original software. ReleaseCard. A license for the right to use a PKI
service used to protect the public keys of the user and administrator of Kerberos. Key management licenses are flexible and

easy to manage with PKFI. Kerbersoft. Beak management software used to manage keys for authentication. The KerepSoftXP
protocol provides a way to maintain a registry of HASP keys stored in a database. PKIX does not use the HASSPORTS public
key to manage data. When a PKXP license is protected by a standard PKL, the protocol is protected in the same way. PCsix.

Protocols used to create and operate keys. PAC is implemented to protect HASPSGP users and only to generate keys.
Registration. The process of registering the PKt_RSA_KeySuffix key using the Ker3DPipeline protocol was included in

PKOPGP 2004. This process has been greatly simplified. The bits dedicated to creating the key are stored on a flash drive,
which can later be overwritten during the synchronization process. Summary Authentication based on passwords and PINs is
becoming more and more difficult. An alternative in this case is to implement a security system in the form of a certificate

(Symmetric key verification) for authentication using public keys. The use of certificates significantly increases the security of
transactions, since both the user and the authorized person are authenticated at the same time. OSANET is the environment in

which authentication and key and key management are most fully implemented in various departments of the company.
Providing a reliable, authenticated and secure network is a challenge for many organizations. To manage keys, a specialized

Ker7DTL mechanism is used. Other OASIS products may become more affordable than Ker107.
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